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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The specification submits description of the main features of the yard tractors for 
container terminal. The offered tractor as well as all its mechanical and electrical 
components with the control system must fulfil the requirements or preferable exceed 
them. 
 
Every equipment which is offered must comply with the required expectations in a 
clear way or must be doubtlessly equivalent to the specified. If the same element is 
specified in few places of this specification all demands are valid. 
 
If any equipment or features are indispensable for proper operation or 
maintenance of the tractor and are not mentioned in this specification it is 
deemed this equipment or elements must be supplied with the tractor. 
 
The tenderer must have the experience gained over ten years in the container 
tractor design business and in this time manufactured over 100 container yard 
tractors. 
 
If not specified differently an “experienced manufacturer” means that the specific 
products of the manufacturer were installed on at least 50 yard tractors within the last 
ten years. 

2 Design standards 
The truck will be designed and built according to all European Union and Polish 

laws and  to all obliging standards and rules.  
The truck shall be designed in compliance with Directive 2006/42/EC and 

Quality Certificates ISO 12100-1 and 12100-2.  
 

3 Environmental conditions 
The truck should be designed for the following weather conditions: 
- Outside temperature -25° to +35°, 
- Relative humidity to 100%, 
 

4 Delivery and assembly 
The truck shall be manufactured in the whole in the manufacturer's factory and 

delivered to the place of destination, where assembly and start-up shall be 
permissible, which shall be performed comprehensively by the supplier. 

The supplier shall bear all costs related to transportation, permits for carriage by 
road and all charges for sea transport. The Buyer shall not bear any of the above-
mentioned costs. 
 

5 General requirements 
Cabin must be left hand drive type.  
Drive - ability to drive on slopes and platforms - slope minimum 15% with 80% of 

load at the speed of 2 km/h.   
Dimensions - No more than [mm]-2800 in width, 5700 in length. 
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Time between inspections - not less than every 500 engine hours between 
inspections. Only the first inspection can be taken after much shorter time. 

Fire protection - All the requirements according to of the Polish and EU law, the 
fire extinguisher mounted on the structure shall be of weight 6kg. Mounted on the 
structure. 

Painting - RAL 5005 paints applied on sand-blasted steel surfaces. System of 
painting shall include at least three coatings: ground coat, middle coat and finishing 
coat. Total Tthickness of the painting should be 100 microns or more. 
The main tractor frame, fenders, side covers and cabin should be painted RAL5005 
The lifting boom, 5th wheel shall be black or RAL 5005. The wheel rims can be silver 
metal or RAL 5005. 
The technical guarantee on the painting coating applied on tractors body, frame, 
fenders, side covers, cabin, lifting boom, 5th wheel and rims should be minimum 3 
years. 

. 
All tractor mechanisms, electrical or electronic equipment must be of European 
origin. Examples- engine, motors, breaks, all electrical and electronic equipment, 
control equipment, gearboxes and all bearings, switchgears, switches, etc.  
The origin is understood according to EC definition, which the core part is: “In effect it 
means that goods must either (1) be manufactured from raw materials or 
components which have been grown or produced in the beneficiary country or, 
should that not be the case, (2) at least undergo a certain amount of working or 
processing in the beneficiary country.  Such goods are considered to be 
"originating".” 

 

• Driveline: 4 X 2 
• GCW: 90 Ton  
• Engine: 

o Min power - 170 160 kW at 2200 rpm 
o Max power –230kW at 2200 rpm 
o Min torque – 940 Nm 
o Displacement - 6,7 l 
o Low emission - EUROMOT III b 

 The Engine must be delivered by “Experienced manufacturer” and shall be an  
economical Diesel type. 
 Exhaust gas emission: must meet the emissions standards applicable in EU 
and Poland on the day of delivery  

• Transmission: 
o Automatic, Full fully compatibility with engine 
o Minimum 4 gears forward, 1 back gear 
o Must have “Eco Mode” 

• Front axle capacity at 20 km/h: 10 Tontons per axle 
• Rear axle capacity at 20 km/h: 35 Ton tons per axle(30 Ton) 
 Tires: Size 12 R 22,5 or 11 R 20 
• 5th wheel capacity: 36 Ton 
• Lowest 5th wheel height from the ground level*: 929 mm (939 mm) 
• Cabin type: 
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o The door mounted in the cab.Inboard door, forward facing. 
o Left hand drive available 

• Turning radius: maksimum 10m  

 
Optional requirements:  
The supplier gives 6 year of technical guarantee on the painting coating applied 

on tractors. 
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6 Significant parts of mechanical equipment 
6.1 Engine: 

 
Engine must be delivered by “Experianced manufacturer” and shall be an  

economical Diesel type: 
  
Power in output by 2200 rpm, between: 

- minimum 170 160 kW, 
o Min power - 170 160 kW  
o Min torque – 940 Nm 
o Engine displacement - 6,7 l 
o Low emission - EUROMOT III b 
Torque in output: 

• Exhaust gas emission: meeting the emissions standards applicable in EU and 
Poland on the day of delivery; 

• Fuel tank capacity min.: 200 [dm3],  
 

• GCW: 90 Ton 
 

6.1  

6.2 Transmission - Gearbox: 
 

- Full compatibility with engine 
- Automatic, electronic controlled transmission  
- Electronic shift selector 
- Minimum 4 gears forward, 1 back gear  
- Ability to set up maximum vehicle speed up to the value of 30 km/h without 

losing power, by means of the gear controller. 
- The transmission is connected to the CAN-BUS (controller area network) 

interface, witch optimises transmission performance and allows advanced 
diagnostic facilities. 

- “Eco Mode” - The gearbox control system, must be choose automatically and 
continuously select between economical work and better performance. The 
choice must result from analyse both the slope, current load as wheel as other 
factors important in assessment of the fuel consumption. 

- economy and performance shift schedules based on the vehicle's actual 
payload and the grade on which it is operating. 

- The system should optimizes fuel economy while maintaining the superior 
performance, even during heavily loaded situations. 

- Integral replaceable main element main and cooler filters 
-  
-  

6.3 Suspension:  
Front -  parabolic leaf springs, installed in rubber, system equipped with a hydraulic 
shock absorbers. 
 
Rear -– pneumatic suspension with rubber pads and automatic height adjustment 
depending on actual load valuessuitable for the loads and the purpose. 
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6.4 Axle:  
Both axles should be delivered by an Experienced manufacturer. 

Front axle – The steering axle of the vehicle, angle min. 50 degrees, not driving, not 
bearing torque from the engine. The axle must be able to transfer the permissible 
maximum load of the fifth wheel not less than 10 tons at the speed of 20 km/h.    
  
Rear axle - The driving axle, bearing 100% of torque for normal operation, equipped 
with the blockade of the differential mechanism. The axle must be able to withstand 
the maximum load of the fifth wheel at 20 km/h of no less than 33,5 tons or 30 tonnes 
at 25km/h . The axle must be equipped with wheel reduction gears with total 
reduction degree not lower than 13:1 

 
6.5 Wheels:  
 
Tyres:  

- 6 pieces,  
- Industrial, high quality, 
- Size 12 R 22,5   or   11 R 20 

Rims:  
- HD Steel rims, 
- Colour silver-metal, 
- The mounting system must be prevent self-undoing of the screws, and to 

eliminate the need of periodical tightening. 
- One-time re-tightening of the screws after change of a wheel is acceptable.   

 

6.6 Steering system: 
Fully hydrostatic steering system with orbitrol and priority valve acting on the 

two-way servomotors power supply of the steering system. The system should 
include protection of steering emergency operation mode with cutting off of other 
hydraulic systems in situations of their failure. Turn radius <10m.  
 

6.7 Fifth wheel: 
Fifth wheel must be integrated, with chassis tractors and shall be fixedmounted 

on rotary bolts.  
to the vehicle frame by means of pivot pins. Pivot pins allow adjustment of 

inclination of  5th wheel to hook and keep the trailers. 
 
Terminal tractor Fifth wheel must be mounted directly to the frame of the tractor using 
the screw connections. Connection between the Fifth wheel and the basis for should 
be realized by means of the locking pin.  
 
SEMITRAILER FIFTH WHEEL - Load-carrying capacity not less than 35 tons. 
Equipped with automatic interlocking system of the kingpin. Unlocking of the transom 
operated from the cabin and signalling system of proper locking installed inside the 
cabin on the control desktop.  
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6.8 Break:  
Brakes and opening of kingpin are pneumatically operated. The brake system 

must have an air dryer and break system is divided into two circuits with independent 
air circuits for front and rear brakes. Parking brake is electrically controlled and is 
automatically engaged when power is switched off.  

Brakes front axle :  
- pneumatic brakes, operating at pressure within the scope of 8–10 bars, 
- Type: Drum, S-cam, 

 
Brakes rear axle:  

- pneumatic brakes, operating at pressure within the scope of 8–10 bars,  
- Type: Drum, S-cam or Dry disc, Ventilated 

 
 

6.9 Pneumatic pressure system:  
Pneumatic pressure system -  Piston compressor integrated with the engine, 
lubrication and drive directly from the systems of the vehicle engine. 
 

6.10 Hydraulic system: 
Engine driven, hydraulic pump for steering, directly mounted to the engine or 
transmission, with priority valve for the steering system. Hydraulic oil tank protected 
fixed inside mounted to the chassis frame for additional crash protection. Tank 
capacity minimum 50 [dm3]. Hydraulic valve pneumatically, operated from inside the 
cab. Working pressure 250bar180 bar -250 bar.  

 

6.11 Cabin:  
Operator’s cabin - Operator seat with pneumatic height regulation, non - rotary. 
Two-point seat belts with fastening indicator lamp.  
Operator's cabin will be allocated exclusively for drivers (one person), and the cab 
must be left-hand drive constructed of welded steel mounted on anti-vibration rubber 
mountings. Hydraulic drive of cabin lifting. 
 
Inside operator’s cabin shall be a glove box or similar compartment for maintenance 
log book 
 
Rear window blinder. 

Front window blinder shall cover the whole width of the window 

Two sets of operator’s seat covers 

Windscreen washing liquid should be of capacity 5 liters as a minimum or space and 

installation for placing 5 litters bottle with washing liquid. The bottle shall be 

connected with pump via delivered hose and should be easily replaceable. 

Electrically heated rear window 

Panoramic mirrors both on right and left side. 
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6.12 Chassis: 
Welded construction of rolled steel, air reservoirs and fuel tank protected 

mounted to the chassis, access steps with anti-slip surface integrated chassis. The 
design of the vehicle must be resistant, to deformation caused by small dynamic 
collisions. Rear wheel arches should be easily removable, to carry out services. 

Towing pin attachment at front and rear of chassis. Towing pin should have a 
diameter of  40-50mm.  
The tractor inlet and breathing pipes installed on the fuel tank should be suitable for 
the existing fuel system of capacity 130l/min with nozzle type ZVA 25.41 and sensor 
of Hectronic system on it.  

The fuel infusion should be designed and made, that allows the loading of the 
vehicle (of the tractor) with the funnel to industrial performance 130l/min., type (ZVA 
25.41). At the same time, the infusion should be sucking the fuel from the tank. The 
fuel infusion should allow installation of “hectronic system” 

 

7 Electrical part: 
7.1 General information: 

- Ignition key fully compatible with  type 014603 
- 24V DC negative earth, 
- Alternator 24V 
- Batteries 2x12V / min.110Ah 
- Wiring with code numbers according to electrical drawings 

 

7.2 Lighting: 
- Headlights with dipped lights and long beam lights and turn indicators, 
- LED Rear lights mounted behind the cabin with turn indicator and braking 

lights, 
- Reversing light of appropriate brightness and range and external warning 

signal, 
- Flood light of the fifth wheel behind the cabin, 
- Internal light of the cabin, 
- LED signalling lamp 

 

7.3 Electrical equipment in the driver's cabin: 
- air conditioning, 
- windscreen wiper and washer at the front and rear 
- two 12V 10A sockets, energized also after switch off of the ignition and engine 

switch, 
- adjustable cabin fan and heater, 
- external cab seat belt fastened light, visible 360 degrees - on when the 

seatbelt is connected (locked), 
- Electrically heated rear window 

 

7.4 Front switching board - electrical equipment: 
7.4.1 Switches: 

- ignition, 
- engine switch, 
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- engine switch (with –  delayed switch off for turbocharger protection if 
turbocharger is not adapted for immediate stop of the engine), 

- differential mechanism lock, 
- operation light, 
- warning lights, 
- lighting, 
- Unlocking of the fifth wheel, 

7.4.2 Control lampsIndicator lights or graphic symbol: 

- Lack of alternator charging, 
- turn signal,   
- differential mechanism lock, 
- parking brake activated, 
- check engine, 
- check transmission 

- The graphic symbols must be intuitive and easily recognised by the 
operator. It means the only number codes are insufficient in this point. 

7.4.3 Control lamps /system control with optical and sound signal in the event of: 

- gearbox high temperature, 
- low engine oil pressure, 
- high engine temperature, 
- low air pressure circuit, 
- low fuel level, 

7.4.4 Maintenance panel of engine/transmission/hydraulic/pneumatic. The panel 
should display the following values: 

- engine RPM indication, 
- engine work hours counter,  
- speedometer, 
- alternator voltage, 
- gear and its direction, 

 

8 Documentation: 
A valid vehicle technical documentation shall be delivered at least 14 days 

prior to the delivery day of the truck. The scope of the documentation:           
- Operation manual- one hard copy in Polish and electronic version on 1 CD in 

English,  
- Manual for maintenance and repair of the equipment -one hard copy and 

electronic version on 1 CD in Polish. 
- A catalogue of spare parts with drawings, descriptions and numbers of parts  -

electronic version on 1 CD in English.  
- CE certificate  
- Technical main data sheets and machinery cards  
- Electrical diagrams  
- Electrical manual instruction 
- All error codes with description 
The Supplier shall equip the supplied equipment with all certificates and 

attestations required by Polish and international law, appropriate for the type of the 
supplied equipment and copies of protocols of particular acceptances and tests at the 
stage of production of the equipment, in particular the protocol of the first start-up of 
diesel engine and the protocol of inspection of welded joints of the frame structure.  
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The documentation must contain complete information on operation, periodic 
technical inspections and a detailed specification of lubricants used by the 
manufacturer, including the exact name, viscosity, the standard met by them and 
quantity per particular subassemblies.  
 
If any other documents or certificates are not mentioned in this specification 
but required by EU or Polish  regulations it shall be delivered upon request. 
 


